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Abstract—In the context of constructive synthesis of sorting
algorithms, starting from the specification of the problem
(input and output conditions), the proof of existence of a sorted
tuple is performed inductively and we design, implement, and
experiment with different proof techniques: First we use a
back-chaining mechanism similar to a Prolog engine for first
order logic, in which meta-variables are used for finding the
existential witnesses. In order to overcome the search space
explosion, we introduce various specific prove-solve methods
for the theory of tuples. For instance, the equivalence relation
on tuples “have same elements” can be treated using a normal
form based on multisets – this leads to a very efficient inference
rule for rewriting. When reasoning about sorting, we also
have an ordering relation between elements. We extend this
to an ordering between an element and a tuple, and even
between tuples. Ordering relations create specific problems in
Prolog style reasoning, because of transitivity and reflexivity.
We demonstrate that ordering can be treated very efficiently by
decomposing atomic statements into simpler ones (containing
only symbols instead of terms), both for goals (backward
reasoning) as well as for assumptions (forward reasoning). This
leads to an interesting combination of backward and forward
inferences which goes beyond and complements Prolog style
reasoning. Finally, we develop a solving mechanism for finding
sorted tuples, which performs the proof more efficiently, by
combining relatively simple inference rules and small searches
with goal directed solving rules.

The techniques are implemented in the Theorema system
and are able to produce automatically proofs and algorithms
for various problems: Insertion Sort, Insertion, Merge Sort,
and Merge. Besides the special proof techniques, this work
also gives useful hints about finding appropriate induction
principles for tuples, as well as for the construction of appro-
priate collections of properties of tuples which are necessary
for reasoning about sorting.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In program synthesis we deal with the following situation:
starting from a specification (input and output conditions)
of the problem, find an algorithm which satisfies the given
specification. For an overview of several methods for syn-
thesizing recursive programs in computational logic see [2].
Our particular approach is similar to the one presented in
[8], which details the correctness and the consistency of
such inductive synthesis. Very similar problems are also

treated in [5], however using sequence variables, which is
not a first order logic construct. Our approach is based on
first order logic, thus the branches of the inductive proofs
are guaranteed to terminate when a corresponding witness
exists. In other words, if the respective inductive algorithm
exists, then the synthesis process will find it after a finite
amount of time.

This finite amount of time could be, however, very long,
because of the search performed during the proof. We
experiment with various techniques for improving the proof
efficiency. Starting from the specification of the sorting
problem, the proof of existence of a sorted tuple is performed
inductively. The induction may need to be repeated (possibly
using different schemes) in order to synthesize some auxili-
ary functions. This is the “cascading” principle investigated
in our previous work, see [10], in which the output specifi-
cation remains the same, but the input specification grows,
thus making the proof easier.

Related to sorting algorithms one needs to deal with
other problems too, like e.g. for synthesizing the Insertion
Sort algorithm one also needs to synthesize the Insertion
algorithm, for synthesizing the Merge Sort algorithm one
also needs to synthesize the Merge algorithm.

The implementation of the new provers and also the case
studies that we present in this paper are carried out in the
frame of the Theorema system, therefore we will use similar
notations. The Theorema system (www.theorema.org
and e.g. [6]) is implemented in Mathematica – see [18].
We use this system because it offers support for theory
exploration and the proofs of the propositions and lemmas
are generated in natural style.

Outline: Section II describes the proof based synthesis
method which is an extended version of the method pre-
sented in [10] – here we use more induction principles.
In section III we design the new inference rules in Prolog
style and also some special inference rules for equivalence
and inequalities based on the properties of tuples. The
provers based on these techniques are generating the proofs
that we present in section IV. From proofs we extract the
algorithms: Insertion Sort, Insertion, Merge Sort, and Merge.
The process of proving is paralleled with the process of
exploring the appropriate theory.



Related Work: Program synthesis in computational logic
is a well studied field, you can see a tutorial of program
synthesis in [15].

The “lazy thinking” method was introduced in [4] and it
is implemented in the Theorema system [6], see [5]. In this
approach, a “program schemata” (the structure of the solving
term) is given to the synthesis procedure. In contrast, in our
approach this schemata is also discovered by the procedure,
only the inductive principle of the domain is given. Case
studies on the synthesis of the Merge-Sort algorithm using
schema-based synthesis have been presented in [16], [17].
Different sorting algorithms were developed depending on
the details of the proof in [9]. In contrast, our approach better
supports the automation of the synthesis process.

In [8] the authors introduce some techniques for con-
structing induction rules for deductive synthesis proofs. This
techniques are based on a combination of “rippling”, see
[7], and “middle-out reasoning”, see [14]. They start from a
specification (higher-order existentially quantified variable)
and construct a proof. At some proof steps the existential
parts of the specification are replaced with meta-variables
which will be instantiated during the course of the synthesis
proof. This is similar with our approach, where we also use
meta-variables which we instantiate during the proof, but, in
contrast, they focus on developing induction schemes and we
stay in first order logic and we focus on developing proof
techniques for tuples. And as soon as the witness is found
in the proof we can extract the algorithm from proof, see
[1].

In this paper we extend the “cascade” principle that
was investigated in [10], see also [11], by introducing and
automating new proof techniques for synthesis of sorting
algorithms.

All the automatically generated proofs from this paper are
presented in detail in [12].

II. PROOF BASED SYNTHESIS

In this section we describe in general the method that we
use for algorithm synthesis.

Given the problem specification as two predicates input
condition IF [X] and output condition OF [X,Y ], find the
definition of F such that ∀

X:IF
OF [X,F [X]]. Note that we use

square brackets as in f [x] for function application and for
predicate application, instead of the usual round parantheses
as in f(x). Also, the quantified formula above is a notation
for: (∀X)(IF [X] =⇒ OF [X,F [X]]). Also by convention,
capital letters as A,B,X, Y, Z denote tuples (lists).

We prove ∀
X:IF
∃
Y
OF [X,Y ], by using an induction prin-

ciple (the choice of the proof style and of the induction
principle is not automatic).

A. Induction Principles

We consider that the functions for the composition and the
decomposition of tuples come together with the induction

principles.

Head-Tail-Induction1:(
P [〈〉]

∧
∀

a,X
(P [X] =⇒ P [a ^ X])

)
=⇒ ∀

X
P [X]

where P [X] is IF [X] =⇒ ∃
Y
O[X,Y ]. This corresponds to

the usual head-tail inductive definition of tuples.
In our notation, 〈〉 represents the empty tuple, a ^ 〈〉 is

a tuple having a single element a, and a ^ X is the tuple
having head a and tail X . Complementary to this inductive
definition, we consider that the functions Head and Tail are
in the knowledge base. Moreover, in order for this induction
scheme to be appropriate for our algorithm, one must have
the properties: IF [〈〉], and ∀

a
∀
X
IF [a ^ X] =⇒ IF [X]. (That

is: the input condition must hold for the base case and for
the inductive decomposition of the argument.)

Base case: We prove ∃
Y
OF [〈〉, Y ]. If the proof succeeds

to find a ground term R such that OF [〈〉, R], then we know
that F [〈〉] = R.

Induction step: For arbitrary but fixed a and X0 (satisfying
IF ), we assume ∃

Y
OF [X0, Y ] and we prove ∃

Y
OF [a ^

X0, Y ]. We Skolemize the assumption by introducing a
new constant Y0 for the existential Y . The existential
variable Y in the goal becomes a metavariable Y ∗. If
the proof succeeds to find a witness Y ∗ = T [a,X0, Y0]
(term depending on a,X0 and Y0), then we know that
F [a ^ X] = T [a,X, F [X]].

Algorithm extraction: Finally the algorithm is expressed
as:

F [X] =

{
R, if X = 〈〉
T [Head[X], Tail[X], F [Tail[X]]], if X 6= 〈〉

Head-Tail-Induction2: This is the previous induction
principle applied to binary predicates:(

∀
a
P [a, 〈〉]

∧
∀

a,b,X
(P [a,X] =⇒ P [a, b ^ X])

)
=⇒ ∀

a,X
P [a,X]

where P [a,X] : IF [a ^ X] =⇒ ∃
Y
O[a ^ X,Y ].

The proof and the algorithm extraction are similar.

Divide-And-Conquer-Induction:(
P [〈〉]

∧
∀
a
(P [a ^ 〈〉])

∧
∀

A,B
((P [A]

∧
P [B]) =⇒ P [A � B])

)
=⇒ ∀

A,B
P [A � B]

where P [A] : IF [A] =⇒ ∃
Y
O[A, Y ],

P [B] : IF [B] =⇒ ∃
Y
O[B, Y ],

P [A � B] : (IF [A]
∧
IF [B]) =⇒ ∃

Y
O[A � B, Y ]

We assume that this comes together with two functions
LP: LeftPart and RP: RightPart which split a tuple into



two disjoint tuples. The binary function “�” represents the
concatenation of two tuples.

Base case 1 : We prove ∃
Y
OF [〈〉, Y ]. If the proof succeeds

to find a ground term R1 such that OF [〈〉, R1], then we
know that F [〈〉] = R1.

Base case 2: Similarly, F [a ^ 〈〉] = R2.

Induction step: For arbitrary but fixed A0, B0 (satisfying
IF ), we assume ∃

Y
OF [A0, Y ] and ∃

Y
OF [B0, Y ] and we

prove ∃
Y
OF [A0 � B0, Y ]. We Skolemize the assumptions

by introducing two new constants Y1 and Y2 for the two
existential Y . The existential variable Y in the goal becomes
a metavariable Y ∗. If the proof succeeds to find a witness
Y ∗ = T [A0, B0, Y1, Y2], then we know that F [A � B] =
T [A,B, F [A], F [B]].

Algorithm extraction: Finally the algorithm is expressed
as:

F [X] =


R1, if X = 〈〉
R2, if X = a ^ 〈〉
T [LP [X], RP [X], F [LP [X]], F [RP [X]]],

if X 6= 〈〉, X 6= (a ^ 〈〉)

Ind-2-Vars: The head–tail induction principle for two
variables:(

P [〈〉, 〈〉]
∧
∀

a,X
(P [X, 〈〉] =⇒ P [a ^ X, 〈〉])

∧
∀
b,Y

(P [〈〉, Y ] =⇒ P [〈〉, b ^ Y ])
∧

∀
a,b,X,Y

(P [X,Y ] =⇒ P [a ^ X, b ^ Y ])
)

=⇒ ∀
X,Y

P [X,Y ]

Here P [X, 〈〉] : IF [X] =⇒ ∃
Z
O[X,Z],

P [〈〉, Y ] : IF [Y ] =⇒ ∃
Z
O[Y,Z],

P [X,Y ] : (IF [X]
∧
IF [Y ]) =⇒ ∃

Z
O[X � Y,Z]

Base case 1: We prove ∃
Z
OF [〈〉, Z]. If the proof succeeds

to find a ground term R1 such that OF [〈〉, R1], then we
know that F [〈〉, 〈〉] = R1.

Base case 2 and 3: Similarly F [X, 〈〉] = R2 and
F [〈〉, Y ] = R3.

Induction step: For arbitrary but fixed X0, Y0 (satisfying
IF ), we assume ∃

Z
OF [X0, Z] and ∃

Z
OF [Y0, Z] and we prove

∃
Z
OF [(a ^ X0) � (b ^ Y0), Z]. We Skolemize the

assumptions by introducing two new constants Z1 and Z2

for the two existential Z. The existential variable Z in the
goal becomes a metavariable Z∗. If the proof succeeds to
find a witness Z∗ = T [X0, Y0, Z1, Z2], then we know that
F [a ^ X, b ^ Y ] = T [X,Y, F [X], F [Y ]].

Algorithm extraction: Finally the algorithm is expressed
as:

F [X,Y ] =


R1, if X = 〈〉, Y = 〈〉
R2, if X 6= 〈〉, Y = 〈〉
R3, if X = 〈〉, Y 6= 〈〉
T [X,Y, F [X], F [Y ]], if X 6= 〈〉, Y 6= 〈〉

Ind-Special: is a refinement of Ind-2-Vars.
Since (a ^ X) � Y and X � (b ^ Y ) are smaller than

(a ^ X) � (b ^ Y ) we use the induction principle:(
∀
b,Y

(P [〈〉, Y ] =⇒ P [〈〉, b ^ Y ])
∧

∀
a,X

(P [X, 〈〉] =⇒ P [a ^ X, 〈〉])
∧

∀
a,b,X,Y

((P [a ^ X,Y ]
∧

P [X, b ^ Y ])

=⇒ P [a ^ X, b ^ Y ])
)

=⇒ ∀
X,Y

P [X,Y ]

where
P [a ^ X,Y ] : (IF [(a ^ X)]

∧
IF [Y ]) =⇒ ∃

Z
O[(a ^

X) � Y,Z],
P [X, b ^ Y ] : (IF [X]

∧
IF [(b ^ Y )]) =⇒ ∃

Z
O[X � (b ^

Y ), Z].
Base case 1 and 2: Are the same with Base case 3 and

2 from the previous induction Ind-2-Vars.
Induction Step: For arbitrary but fixed a, b, and X0, Y0

(satisfying IF ), we assume ∃
Z
OF [(a ^ X0) � Y0, Z]

and ∃
Z
OF [X0 � (b ^ Y0), Z] and we prove ∃

Z
OF [(a ^

X0) � (b ^ Y0), Z]. We Skolemize the assumptions
by introducing two new constants Z3 and Z4 for the two
existential Z. The existential variable Z in the goal becomes
a metavariable Z∗. If the proof succeeds to find a witness
Z∗ = T [a, b,X0, Y0, Z3, Z4], then we know that F [a ^
X, b ^ Y ] = T [a, b,X, Y, F [a ^ X,Y ], F [X, b ^ Y ]].

III. REASONING

In this section we describe the design of our prover,
namely the inference rules: first we use a back-chaining
mechanism in Prolog style and then we add various specific
prove-solve methods for the theory of tuples, functions and
options for the user.

A. Prolog style (Back-chaining)

In this approach the prover will try to do matching on
the first conjunct of the goal. For instance in order to
prove the conjunction of two formulae containing the same
metavariable Goal1[Y ∗] ∧ Goal2[Y ∗], first it tries to find
the witness term T for Goal1[Y ∗] and then tries to prove
Goal2[T ] (a backtracking mechanism is implemented here).

Matching and unification:
If both assumptions contain variables and the goal contain

variables or meta-variables, then unification takes place.
(Otherwise it is matching.)



The most general case is unifying a conjunctive goal
with an universal assumed implication. We illustrate
this by examples. For instance if the assumption is
(FormLHS =⇒ FormRHS) and the goal is Goal1 ∧
Goal2 (the assumption can be quantified and the goal can
contain metavariables) it first tries to do matching on Goal1
with FormRHS of the assumed implication and if the
matching is done we obtain a substitution, then it is suffi-
cient to prove FormLHS ∧Goal2(under the substitution).
FormLHS can be a conjunction of formulae. Or if the
assumption is (FormLHS =⇒ FormRHS) and the goal
is Goal (the assumption can be quantified and the goal
can contain metavariables) it first tries to do matching of
Goal with FormRHS of the assumed implication and if the
matching is done, then it is sufficient to prove FormLHS.
If after matching we obtain a substitution, then the new goal
is to prove FormLHS(under the substitution).

Particular cases are: the goal can be unique or a conjunc-
tion of terms, can be ground (does not contain variables or
metavariables) or can contain variables or metavariables; the
assumption can be unique or an implication of terms, can
be ground (does not contain variables or metavariables) or
can contain variables.

For the cases when the goal is not ground and/or the as-
sumption is not ground, after unification/matching we obtain
substitutions for variables and for metavariables. Variables
are substituted with priority, for e.g. if the goal (which
contains metavariables) is S[a∗ ^ (b0 ^ C0)], where a∗

is a metavariable, b0, C0 are constants and ∀
a,b,X

((S[b ^

X] ∧ a ≤ b) =⇒ S[a ^ (b ^ X)]) is the assumption, by
matching we obtain the substitutions {a→ a∗, b→ b0, X →
C0}. The next step is to find a correct substitution for a∗.

In some cases we need to transform variables into meta-
variables. For e.g. if the goal is (a0CY ∗)∧Goal2[Y ∗] and
the assumption is ∀

a,A
(a C F [a,A]) then by unification of

the first conjunct of the goal with universal assumption we
find substitutions {a→ a0, Y

∗ → F [a0, A
∗]}. The variable

A also needs to be instantiated and by unification we do
not find any value for it, therefore it is transformed into
metavariable, it becomes our witness and we need to find a
substitution for it.

B. Special inference rules

In some cases the inference rules presented above are
not sufficient in order to obtain a correct term for our
witness. Therefore and also in order to avoid searching and
a proof tree with many branches we add specific prove-solve
methods:

SR1: Rewrite goal (or a part of the goal) using as-
sumption LHS ≈ RHS (“≈” stands for having the same
elements.)

We explain this rule using an example. The assumption
is: a ^ A ≈ B and the goal is: a ^ (b ^ (A � C)) ≈ Z.

For the left hand side of the assumption we have the set of
simple symbols: {a}, the set of tuple symbols: {A}; for the
right hand side of the assumption the set of simple symbols
is: {}, the set of tuple symbols is: {B}. For the goal the
set of simple symbols is: {a, b}, the set of tuple symbols is:
{A,C}. We check if the sets of simple and tuple symbols of
the left hand side of the assumption are included in the sets
of simple and tuple symbols of the goal. In our case {a} is
included in {a, b} and {A} is included in {A,C}. After this,
by subtraction we obtain the new goal b ^ (B � C) ≈ Z.

SR2: In the case of a conjunctive metavariable goal, for
e.g. the goal is b ^ (a ^ A) ≈ Z∗ ∧ IsSorted[Z∗] and we
rewrite the first conjunct of the goal using an assumption
a ^ A ≈ B then the new goal will be IsSorted[b ^ B].
Here it makes two steps, first it rewrites the first conjunct
of the goal and finds a witness and second it replaces the
new term into the second conjunct of the goal and tries to
prove the new goal. This rule eliminates the need of using
the proposition “reflexivity”.

SR3: Rewrite special ground goal (or a part of the goal)
of the form LHS - RHS

We use the notation “≤” for the ordering between ele-
ments. Likewise a - A means that the element a is smaller
than all the elements from the tuple A.

For a goal of the form LHS - RHS, RHS can be
replaced by an equivalent (by ≈) expression. For instance
if the goal is a - Y1 and the assumption is b ^ Y0 ≈ Y1,
then the new goal is a - b ^ Y0.

When RHS is an expression we split the goal into simpler
inequalities. For instance, the goal b - a ^ (A � B)
becomes b - B ∧ b - A ∧ b ≤ a;

SR4: Reduce the goal using an assumption
If a part G1 of a conjunctive goal is a consequence of

another part G2 of the goal and the assumptions, then the
part G1 is deleted from the goal. For instance, when the
goal is a - Y4 ∧ a ≤ b and among the assumptions we
have b - Y4, then we can reduce the goal to a ≤ b, because
a - Y4 is a consequence of a ≤ b and b - Y4 (by the
reverse transitivity axiom ∀

a,b,X
(b - X ∧a ≤ b =⇒ a - X.)

SR5: Transform ground assumptions – Forward Reason-
ing

When in the assumption we have an expression of the
form IsSorted[expr], if expr is a tuple expression and not a
symbol, then we transform the formula into atomic formulae
(e.g. if the assumption is IsSorted[a ^ A0], then the formula
is transformed into a - A0 and IsSorted[A0]).

SR6: Transform ground goal – Backward Reasoning
When the goal is a ground expression of the form

IsSorted[expr], if expr is a tuple expression and not a
symbol, then we transform the formula into atomic formulae
(e.g. if the goal is IsSorted[a ^ A0], then it is transformed
into IsSorted[A0] and a - A0).

The purpose of transformation and rewriting is multi-
fold: to overcome the search space explosion, to simplify



the formulae that occur into the proof until we obtain only
atomic formulae without loosing information, therefore we
need to take care about the saturation of the formulae
obtained as assumptions and as goals. And after we obtain
the saturated sets of formulae it is easier to see what
formulae occur in the assumption and eliminate them from
the goals.

IV. CASE STUDIES

In this section we describe the automatically generated
proofs and algorithms by using the prover described in
section III (full details of the proofs are presented in [12]).
The formulae (definitions, propositions, etc.) are written like
in the Theorema system. The typing is not explicit: some
symbols and expressions are tuples, but this is determined
unambiguously by the context in which they appear. The
monotone and repetitive style of the proof text should be
excused on grounds of being computer produced.

The Problem of Sorting

The Problem Specification is

IF[X] : True

OF[X,Y ] :

{
X ≈ Y

IsSorted[Y ]

and we have to prove:

Proposition
[
“Problem of Sorting”,

∀
X
∃
Y
(X ≈ Y ∧ IsSorted[Y ])

]
Common Knowledge Base

Definition
[
“≈”, any[a,X, Y ],

〈〉 ≈ 〈〉
((a ^ X) ≈ Y ) =⇒ ((a / Y ) ∧X ≈ dfo[a, Y ])

]
We do not use explicitly the definitions of “/” (occurs

in) and “dfo” (delete first occurence) (see [12]), only the
properties of it.

Definition
[
“IsSorted”, any[a, b,X],

IsSorted[〈〉]
IsSorted[a ^ 〈〉]

(IsSorted[b ^ X] ∧ (a ≤ b)) =⇒ IsSorted[a ^ (b ^ X)]

]

Definition
[
“concatenation”, any[a,X, Y ],

〈〉 � X = X

X � 〈〉 = X

(a ^ X) � Y = (a ^ (X � Y ))

]
Proposition[“reflexivity”, any[X], X ≈ X]

The problem specification and the properties above are
essentially the same as in [3], but without sequence varia-
bles.

A. Synthesis of Insertion-Sort Algorithm

We use the Head-Tail-Induction1 principle.
For proving the proposition “Problem of Sorting ” we

use Definition “≈”, Definition “IsSorted” and also the
assumptions:

Proposition
[
“dfo1”, any[a, S,M ],

((a /M) ∧ S ≈ dfo[a,M ]) =⇒ ((a ^ S) ≈M)
]

Proposition
[
“IsElem in Insertion”, any[a,A],

(a / Insertion[a,A])
]

Proposition
[
“The same elements in Ins”, any[a, V, T ],

((V ≈ T ) =⇒ (V ≈ dfo[a, Insertion[a, T ]]))
]

Proposition
[
“Sorting using Insertion”, any[a,B],

IsSorted[B] =⇒ IsSorted[Insertion[a,B]]
]

We prove Proposition “Problem of Sorting” by Induction
on X.

1. Induction Base: We have to prove

(1) 〈〉 ≈ Y3∗0 ∧ IsSorted[Y3∗
0]

In order to prove (1), by Definition “≈”: 1 using substi-
tution {Y3∗0→〈〉}, it is sufficient to prove:

(2) IsSorted[〈〉]

Formula (2) is true because it is identical to Definition
“IsSorted”: 1 .

2. Induction Step: We assume

(3) X10 ≈ Y40,
(4) IsSorted[Y40],

and find witness such that:

(5) a20^X10 ≈ Y3∗0 ∧ IsSorted[Y3∗0]

In order to prove (5), by Proposition “dfo1” using sub-
stitution {a→ a20, S→ X10, M→Y3∗0}, it is sufficient to
prove:

(6) a20 / Y3∗0 ∧ X10 ≈ dfo[a20,Y3∗
0] ∧ IsSorted[Y3∗

0]

In order to prove (6), by Proposition “IsElem in Insertion”
using substitution {a→ a20, Y3∗

0→Insertion[a20, A∗
0]}, it is

sufficient to prove:

(7) X10 ≈ dfo[a20, Insertion[a20, A∗
0]] ∧

IsSorted[Insertion[a20, A∗
0]]

In order to prove (7), by Proposition “The same elements in
Ins” using substitution {V→ X10, a→ a20, T→A∗

0}, it is
sufficient to prove:

(8) X10 ≈ A∗
0 ∧ IsSorted[Insertion[a20, A∗

0]]



In order to prove (8), by (3) using substitution {A∗
0→Y40},

it is sufficient to prove:

(9) IsSorted[Insertion[a20, Y40]]

In order to prove (9), by Proposition “Sorting using
Insertion” using substitution {a→ a20, B→ Y40}, it is
sufficient to prove:

(10) IsSorted[Y40]

Formula (10) is true because it is identical to (4).
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

∀
a,X

(
F[〈〉] = 〈〉

F[a ^ X] = Insertion[a, F[X]]

)
For this case study it is sufficient to apply the Prolog style.
Another version of this proof is presented in [12].

B. Synthesis of Insertion Algorithm

Proposition
[
“reduced Problem-Insertion ”,

∀
a,T,IsSorted[T ]

∃
Y
(T ≈ Y ∧ IsSorted[Y ])

]
Note that our previous problem reduces into a simpler
problem because the input condition is extended by adding
the fact that T IsSorted. Our problem now is to find an
algorithm given an element and a sorted tuple it will return
a sorted tuple. For details about reducing the problem please
see the description of the “cascade” method in [10] and also
the case study made by hand in [13].

In order to prove the Proposition “reduced Problem-
Insertion” we use the Head-Tail-Induction2 induction prin-
ciple applied on the tail of the tuple.

We prove Proposition “reduced Problem-Insertion” by
Induction on T under the assumptions: Definition “IsSorted”
and Proposition “reflexivity”.

1. (The Induction Base: is straight forward and we omit
the presentation.)

2. Induction Step: We assume

(3) a20^T10≈Y40, (4) IsSorted[Y40],
(5) IsSorted[b20^T10],

and find witness such that:

(6) a20^(b20^T10) ≈ Y3∗0 ∧ IsSorted[Y3∗0]

Proof 1: in Prolog style
1) Case a ≤ b: In order to prove (6), by Proposition

“reflexivity” and using substitution {X→a20^(b20^T10),
Y3∗0→a20^(b20^T10)}, it is sufficient to prove:

(7) IsSorted[a20^(b20^ T10)]

In order to prove (7), by Definition “IsSorted”: 3 using
substitution {a→a20, b→b20, X→T10}, it is sufficient to
prove:

(8) IsSorted[b20^T10] ∧ a20≤b20

In order to prove (8), by (5) it is sufficient to prove:

(9) a20≤b20

When we reach a goal like (9) which is very simple,
but cannot be proved or disproved, we accept it as the
conditional assumption on the corresponding branch.

We also need the proof for the other case when b ≤ a.
2) Case b ≤ a: We use in the knowledge base: Proposition

“reflexivity”, Definition “IsSorted” and also the proposi-
tions:

Proposition
[
“ - sorting”, any[a, Z],

(IsSorted[Z] ∧ (a - Z)) =⇒ IsSorted[a ^ Z]
]

Proposition
[
“sorting ^ ”, any[a, b,X],

(IsSorted[a ^ X] ∧ b ≤ a) =⇒ (b - a ^ X)
]

In order to prove (6) by (3) using the witness
{Y3∗0→b20^Y40}, it is sufficient to prove:

(7) IsSorted[b20^ Y40]

Note at this step the difference between the previous case,
here instead of using the proposition “reflexivity” it rewrites
the goal using equivalence assumption, obtain a term for
the witness and continue with the rest of the goal under the
substitution.

We proceed in a similar way and we reach the goal:

(12) IsSorted[T10] ∧ a20 - T10 ∧ b20 ≤a20

It is possible in principle to perform the proof by back-
chaining (we are able to build the proof by hand), however
the search space is too big and the automatic proof does
not succeed in a reasonable time. Therefore we apply some
special inference rules.

Proof 2: Apply special inference rules
We use in the knowledge base Proposition “reflexivity”

and Definition “IsSorted”.
We transform the assumption (5) into (apply SR5):

(9) b20- T10
(10) IsSorted[T10],

1) Case a ≤ b:
In order to prove (6), by Proposition “reflexivity”

and using substitution {X→a20^(b20^T10),
Y3∗

0→a20^(b20^T10)}, it is sufficient to prove:

(11) IsSorted[a20^(b20^ T10)]

We transform our goal into proving (apply SR6):

(12) IsSorted[T10], (13) b20- T10, (14) a20≤b20

Formulae (12) and (13) are identical with our assumptions
(10), respectively (9) so our new goal is:

(14) a20≤b20



Similarly to the previous case study the goal (14) becomes
the conditional assumption on this branch.

2) Case b ≤ a
In order to prove (6) by (3) and using the witness

{Y3∗
0→b20^Y40} it suffices to prove (apply SR1 and SR2):

(11) IsSorted[b20^Y40]

We transform our goal into proving (apply SR6):

(12) IsSorted[Y40], (13) b20- Y40

Formula (12) is identical with our assumption (4) so our
new goal is:

(13) b20- Y40

In order to prove (13) using (3) it suffices to prove (apply
SR3):

(14) b20- a20^T10

We split our goal (14) into (apply SR3):

(15) b20- T10 ∧ b20≤a20

The first conjunct of (15) is identical with our assumption
(9) so our new goal is:

(16) b20≤a20

which becomes the conditional assumption on this branch.
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

∀
a,b,X

 F[a, 〈〉]= a ^ 〈〉

F[a, b^Tail[X]] =

{
(a ^ (b ^ Tail[X])), if a ≤ b

b ^ F[a,Tail[X]], if b ≤ a


C. Synthesis of Merge-Sort Algorithm

We start to prove the Proposition “Problem of Sorting”
using the induction principle Divide-And-Conquer-Induction
by using the assumptions: Definition “IsSorted”, Proposition
“reflexivity” and also the propositions:

Proposition
[
“Concat equiv Merge”, any[A,B, V, T ],

(A ≈ V ∧B ≈ T ) =⇒ ((A � B) ≈ Merge[V, T ])
]

Proposition
[
“Merge 1”, any[V, T ],

(IsSorted[V ] ∧ IsSorted[T ]) =⇒ IsSorted[Merge[V, T ]]
]

We prove Proposition “Problem of Sorting” by Induction
on X.

1. Induction Base1: Similar with induction base from
Insertion-Sort, we find witness Y3∗0 → 〈〉

2. Induction Base2: Similar with induction base from
Insertion, we find witness Y3∗0 → a20^〈〉

3. Induction Step: We assume

(5) A10 ≈ Y40, (6) IsSorted[Y40], (7) B10 ≈ Y50,
(8) IsSorted[Y50],

and find witness such that:

(9) A10 � B10 ≈ Y3∗0 ∧ IsSorted[Y3∗0]

In order to prove (9), by Proposition “Concat equiv
Merge” using substitution {A→A10, B→B10, Y3∗0→
Merge[V ∗

0 , T ∗
0 ]}, it is sufficient to prove:

(10) A10 ≈ V ∗
0 ∧ B10 ≈ T ∗

0 ∧ IsSorted[Merge[V ∗
0 , T ∗

0 ]]

In order to prove (10), by (5) using substitution
{V ∗

0→Y40}, it is sufficient to prove:

(11) B10 ≈ T ∗
0 ∧ IsSorted[Merge[Y40,T ∗

0 ]]

In order to prove (11), by (7) using substitution
{T ∗

0→Y50}, it is sufficient to prove:

(12) IsSorted[Merge[Y40,Y50]]

In order to prove (12), by Proposition “Merge 1” using
substitution {V→Y40, T→Y50}, it is sufficient to prove:

(13) IsSorted[Y40] ∧ IsSorted[Y50]

In order to prove (13), by (6) it is sufficient to prove:

(14) IsSorted[Y50]

Formula (14) is true because it is identical to (8).
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

∀
a,A,B

 F[〈〉] = 〈〉
F[a ^ 〈〉] = a ^ 〈〉

F[A � B] = Merge[F[A], F[B]]


Therefore also for this case study, it is sufficient to apply
the inference rules in Prolog style in order for the proof to
succeed.

D. Synthesis of Merge Algorithm

1) Synthesis of Merge Algorithm-reduced problem 1:
This is the case when we do not have the definition and
the properties for the function “Merge” into the knowledge
base and we synthesize it. The problem reduces into proving:

Proposition
[

“reduced Problem1”,

∀
Y1, Y2, IsSorted[Y1], IsSorted[Y2]

∃
Z

(
(Y1 � Y2) ≈ Z ∧

IsSorted[Z]
)]

We use the induction principle Ind-2-Vars.
The three base cases of the induction principle are very

simple and we obtain them in similar way as we presented.
We omit the presentation here, for details please see [12].

2) Synthesis of Merge Algorithm-reduced problem 2:
Because the proof of the induction step does not succeed
we reduce our problem into proving the following:

Proposition
[

“reduced Problem2”,

∀
a, b, Y1, Y2

∃
Z

(
(a ^ Y1) � (b ^ Y2) ≈ Z ∧ IsSorted[Z]

)]



In order to prove the Proposition “reduced Problem2”
we use Ind-Special. We assume: IsSorted[a ^ Y1] and
IsSorted[b ^ Y2].

Prove Proposition “reduced Problem2” under the assump-
tions: Definition “IsSorted”, Definition “concatenation”,
Proposition “- sorting” and also:

Proposition
[
“the smallest element2”, any[a,X, Y ],

(a - X ∧ a - Y ) =⇒ (a - (X � Y ))
]

Proposition
[
“≤”, any[a, b,X],

(IsSorted[b ^ X] ∧ (a ≤ b)) =⇒ (a - (b ^ X))
]

Proposition
[
“ineq of sort”, any[a,A],

IsSorted[a ^ A] =⇒ (a - A)
]

We rewrite the formula Proposition “reduced Problem2”
using Definition “concatenation: 3” and we obtain a new
goal:

(1) ∀
a, b, Y1, Y2

∃
Z

(
a^(Y1 � b^Y2) ≈ Z ∧ IsSorted[Z]

)
We prove (1) by Induction on {Y1, Y2}.
1. Induction Step: We assume

(2) IsSorted[a20^Y30], (3) Y30 � b20^Y40 ≈ Z20,
(4) IsSorted[Z20], (5) IsSorted[b20^Y40],

(6) a20 ^(Y30 � Y40) ≈ Z30, (7) IsSorted[Z30],

and find witness such that:

(8) a20 ^ (Y30 � b20 ^ Y40) ≈ Z1∗0 ∧ IsSorted[Z1∗
0]

Proof 1: in Prolog style
1) Case a ≤ b
In order to prove (8) by (3) using the witness

{Z1∗0→a20^ Z20} it suffices to prove:

(9) IsSorted[a20^Z20]

The proof proceeds in Prolog style using back-chaining
and we arrive at the goal:

(17) a20≤b20

which becomes the conditional assumption on this branch.
2) Case b ≤ a
We prove Proposition “reduced Problem2” under the

assumptions: Definition “IsSorted”, Definition “concatena-
tion”, Proposition “- sorting”, Proposition “ineq of sort”
and also:

Proposition
[
“the smallest element4”, any[a,X, Y ],

(a - Y ∧ a - X) =⇒ (a - (X � Y ))
]

Proposition
[
“≤2”, any[a, b,X],

(b - X ∧ b ≤ a⇒ b - a ^ X)
]

Proposition[" - ∧ ≤ ", any[a, b,X],
(IsSorted[b ^ (a ^ X)] ∧ (b ≤ a)) =⇒ (b - X)]

In order to prove (8) by (6) using the witness
{Z1∗0→b20^Z30} it suffices to prove:

(9) IsSorted[b20^Z30]

The proof proceeds in a similar way and we arrive at the
goal:

(22) b20≤a20

which becomes the conditional assumption on this branch.
Proof 2: Apply special inference rules
In this case we use only the Definition “concatenation”

and no other propositions at all.
We transform the assumption (2) into (apply SR5):

(9) a20- Y30
(10) IsSorted[Y30],

We transform the assumption (5) into (apply SR5):

(11) b20- Y40

(12) IsSorted[Y40],

1) Case a ≤ b
In order to prove (8) by (3) and using the witness

Z1∗
0→a20^ Z20 it suffices to prove:

(13) IsSorted[a20^Z20]

Similar with Proof 2, Case 2 from Insertion we reach the
new goal:

(18) a20- Y40 ∧ a20≤b20

In order to prove our special goal (18) by using the
assumption (11) and by applying the reversed transitivity
it is sufficient to prove (apply SR4):

(19) a20≤b20

which becomes the conditional assumption on this branch.
2) Case b ≤ a
In a similar way in order to prove (8) by (6) we obtain

the witness Z1∗0→b20^ Z30 and the conditional assumption
for this branch is b20≤a20.

The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

∀
a,b,Y1,Y2



F[〈〉, 〈〉] = 〈〉
F[Y1, 〈〉] = Y1

F[〈〉, Y2] = Y2

F[Y1, Y2] =

{
a ^ F[Y1, b ^ Y2], if a ≤ b

b ^ F[a ^ Y1,Y2], if b ≤ a


V. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

In this paper we present some interesting proof techniques
for automated reasoning on tuples in proof based synthesis.
We describe the method that we use in order to construct an



inductive proof of the fact that for each input there exists a
sorted tuple. The existential variable from the goal becomes
a metavariable (witness) which we solve during the proof
by applying some inference rules.

In the first type of proofs in Prolog style (we apply a back-
chaining mechanism) in order to prove the conjecture we use
some definitions and some propositions from the knowledge
base, but in some cases this approach of constructing proofs
it is not enough in order for the proof to succeed and
in order to find a correct witness term during the proof.
Therefore, we also add some special inference rules (various
specific prove-solve methods (equivalence rules, inequality
rules) introduced in order to overcome the search explosion
by eliminating the rules with backtracking) based on the
properties of tuples. By using this kind of special inference
rules there is no need to use propositions and definitions
and we develop a solving mechanism for algorithm synthesis
based on a combination of backward and forward inferences
which complements the Prolog style reasoning.

We show on some concrete examples the automated
process of constructing proofs, synthesis and extraction of
the algorithms from efficient proofs implemented in the
Theorema system (like e.g. Insertion-Sort, Insertion, Merge-
Sort, Merge) obtained by using different knowledge bases
and by applying a different induction principle. Of course
we cannot speculate on the generality of these techniques,
based on the few case studies for known algorithms which
are presented here. However, we achieve a high degree of
automation on such proofs by using novel proof techniques,
and this paves the way for further experiments and explo-
ration of more sophisticated problems and algorithms.

The main goal of our work is to improve the methods
for program synthesis. Besides the special proof techniques,
this work also gives useful hints about finding appropriate
induction principles for tuples, as well as for building
the tuple theory (by constructing appropriate collections of
properties which are necessary for reasoning about sorting).

We plan to extend this work by investigating further
algorithms in a similar way (like e. g. selection sort, quick
sort). By investigation of more and more cases we can
improve our prover to be more general and to be able to
synthesize and to extract a huge number of algorithms.
The work can then proceed in the direction of proving the
correctness and the consistence of the prover.
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